[I] Since then there has been a better understanding of the shielding geometry and an improved configuration was designed for lower energy p+p-colliders. The decrease in fluences of background particles is about a factor of two. It was also found out that the background fluences decrease with the increase of the beam energy for the same number of muons in the bunch. In this paper, however, we will take the background fluences from studies [I] , listed in Table 1 , to be more conservative.
The most direct impact of the shielding on the design of the detector are two conical tungsten shields with angles up to 20°, called noses, coming very close to the intersection region. During the discussions within the working group it become apparent that it is advantageous to instrument both cones (noses).
The most important new technology proposed in this workshop is the "Background blind, radiation hard" vertex detector and tracker. This technology takes full advantage of i) the small size of the interaction point of the p+p-collider and ii) the time structure of the signal and background. The view of an elementary cell is shown in Figure 1 . The detection medium is liquid argon or neon. This medium is radiation hard and allows to fill almost any geometry. The electric field applied to the cell is such that signal electrons move across the short cell dimension (2mrrz). The collection time is about lps, that is, short enough relative to the bunch crossing time. The shown cell points to the intersection region and the aspect ratio of the cell depth to the transverse dimensions leads to a large background suppression already from the rough ionization measurement.
Most of the paper will be dedicated to the analysis of the performance of the detector built from close packages of these cells. With prior knowledge of the direc-tion of electromagnetic showers were electrons and~'s originated at the intersection point, the segmentation of the calorimeter was also optimized to take full advantage of the shower directionality.
Driven by physics one can even think about an almost This contribution starts with an overall description of the detector. Most considerate ions are for the i O'TeV-option. The main section presents a detail anaiysis of the new vertex detector and the new tracker. All possible limitations of the vertex detector are analyzed. The section about calorimetry emphasizes a possible construction with a, high degree of directicma,! selectivity. The .A.ppendix shows a very good position resolution attainable with the cells of the proposed vertexer and rac~er
DETECTOR SYSTEMS
A cross section of the "Strawman Detector" (from [1] ) is shown in Figure 2 . The dimensions shown on the Figure 2 are only rough indications, as they would be different for different beam energies in order to fit between the two last quadruples. The detector has a solenoidal magnetic field and consists of following 6 components:
1.

2.
3.
4.
L ".
Vertex Detector
Inner Tracker Detector of charged particles
Instrumented
Tungsten shieici as a Calorimeter
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Uwul Illle Lel with almost isotropic distribution of track of interest.
The strength of the field may be increased for a higher energy machine and the actual field depends on the state of the magnet technology at the time of the construction.
The coil placement behind the hadron calorimeter is not fixed. The need of a higher magnetic field in A new vertex detector and a new inner tracker are being proposed here. These systems take fuii advantage of the smaii extent of the intersection region and the time structure of the bunch crossings.
The instrumentation of the nose of the tungsten shield is the other novel feature of t,his renort Iugn resolution would be an ahnost fully a'bsor'bing liquid xenon Electromagnetic calorimeter.
The hadron calorimeter measures jets with enough precision to separate W's from Z"s and provide an indication of the missing transverse energy. it is a very large and expensive detector and whose not many details are given in this report. It is located in a region well shielded from the radial flux of background particles originating in the nose of the t,l.mgstlen shield. Due to its large transverse dimensions--.
.t---it intercepts high flux of longitudinal muons.
The segmentation of the hadron Uue to different background profiles and also due to different shapes of hadron and electromagnetic showers.
The muon spectrometer, iocateci outside the haciron calorimeter, and an aciciitional shielding, identifies and measures muons. The momentum measurement of muons is the combination of the momentum measurement in the inner tracker and in the muon system itself. Due to the background flux of the muons moving mainly parallel to the beam directions a high degree of redundancy is required.
1. radiation hardness 2. ability to deliver position resolution down to a few~~nt range 3. formation of long detection cells pointing to the interaction region leading to superior background rejection.
The vertex detector is the nearest detector to the beams and is most exposed to radial backgrounds.
At the same time it has the most demanding performance specifications.
The task of the vertex detector is to identify secondary vertices created mainly B and~decays and measure the points on the trajectories of charge tracks close to the collision point.
The proposed vertex detector is shown in Figure 3 . It is based on long and narrow individual cells, closely packed, pointing in both z and~coordinates directly to the intersection point. The high aspect ratio between the depth and the transverse dimension of the cell is possible thanks to the small extent of the intersection region. The size of the intersection region is only a few pm in the transverse dimensions and about a mm along the direction of the beams. The tracks of interest, having fairly high momentum have a very small curvature in the scale of the . Cross sections through the vertex detector. The first layer starts at a distance of about 4cm. A typical transverse dimension of a cell is 2mm, the length of the cell 3cm. Electric field is applied perpendicular to the radial direction leading to a short collection path for signal electrons. The energy deposited within a cell by a charge particle originating at or close to the interaction region is thus substantially iarger than background tracks ieaciing to the background rejection (see below) already at the single hit level before the additional constraint of combining hits into segments of a track.
The prcymsed approach~~n &~~~n~~~~extension of the Cmlgept, of pixei micro-telescopes [2, 3] . Here the detection medium, being liquid argon or liquid .. . . .. 
IIILU
LIIe iiitei-adiOii i"egiuii aiid the extension of the detection depth by two orders of magnitude from 300prn for a typical silicon layer to a few en. A minimum ionizing particle deposits about 6Alev in 3crn of liquid argon. The effective thresholds for charged particles in gas, silicon and liquid argon are given in Table 3 . We can see that the effective threshold in th~nrnncworl lnncr linllicl arcrnn CCI1l ic 9 nrrlor~nf macmitllrle hicrhor than in a tvnical silicon detector and 4 orders of magnitude higher than in a gas detector. In the iarge background environment of the p~p-''" ' comuer this feature contributes to the early background rejection.
The electric field is applied in a direction perpendicular to the direction of the particle produced in the intersection region. electrons is less than Iys. This time is much shorter than the time before the next muon bunch crossings. This time is used to process the signai waveforms due to the moving electrons. Detailed analysis in the Appendix shows that the precision of the determination of the particle crossing is about 10pm in both directions perpendicular to the direction of the charged particle. It is stressed that this precision is attainable with liquid noble gases which are ..,-11 "..; tfiA a" L;mL .-n",,l..+:fiti -A":+:a= Afi+nn+nwml=LA An=":+., The number of read out channels of the three layers (cylinders) is several times 105 with less than 105 channels in the closest layer to the intersection. This is a modest number of channels and connections. One can replace the electronics of the closest detection layer in case of radiation damage. The layers further away from the interaction point receive less radiation not only because of the geometry but aiso due to the absorption of photons in the previous iayers. cmcxgrounci particles is uniform in a hemisphere away from the intersection point. A background particle, crossing the entrance surface of the cell will be detected if it crosses, let us say, one half of the length of the cell. The probability of being accepted is thus pa.. = (2nzm)2/(27r " (15rnrn)2) = 1'%. The rejection can be tuned by changes of the cell geometry. The first layer of the vertex detector at about 5c7n from the interaction point receives the highest density of "background particies. The totai density of charged background particles, that is, protons, pions, electrons and muons is about 6/cm2.
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Background
The largest cell has the entrance surface of 2rnrn x 2mm, = .04cm2. It means that the probability for a charged ba,ckgrnlund pa.rt,ic!e to enter a, m!! is a,hnlut, 0.2. The probability to produce the signal above the threshold and result in a hit in the --1.. n 007 largest cell is Ullly U.LI /0 .
The flux of neutron does not represent a problem for the proposed vertex detector and tracker. There is very little energy transferee to licluid argon, or liquid neon in the interaction with a neutron. Moreover, due to the saturation effects in these liquids, the dense ionization of a slowly moving atom is not visible.~~~.~~~~r n.p~~~~~~~~&gpJ~~~~~~~fllJ~of p~~~~~~.~~~~~!=ygy~p(3~~~lJ~. of photons in the vertex region is shown in Figure 4 . A Monte Carlo program was
1.-..1-uevewpwi to study the sensitivity of the proposed vertex detector to this photon flux . The background photons were incident on the layer of the vertex detector where they interacted, mostly by Clompton scattering. Trajectories of the resulting electrons were followed in the magnetic field within the cells. cell, normalized to 1 is shown in Figure 6 for the same geometries of the detector ceiis. The energy deposited by a minimum ionizing particie originating from the interaction point in 3 cm of liquid argon is about 6.6MeV. The mean cell occupancy can be decreased by replacing liquid argon with liquid neon as the detection medium. The photon conversion probability y in this energy range is about a factor of two lower in neon than in argon. The change to neon will bring the occupancy of the first layer (cylinder) down to 0.8% for the same cell geometry. A threefold increase in radiation length -X. of neon is an additional advantage over liquid argon. Multiple scattering in the system based on neon rather than argon is a factor of fi smaller. A better momentum resolution can be achieved for a given detector with liquid neon as a detection medium. Alternatively, we cam hluild the d.etect,or with a, srn.a,l!er vn!urn_e of the inner t,ra.cbr nr ]Qwpr the .. -----_-magnetic field to obtain the same momentum resolution.
'There is, however, a principai probiem with the transport of eiectrons in pure liquid neon. The atomic polarizability is so small that the electron is trapped in a bubble in the liquid. Electrons thus have a very small mobility. It is known [4] h-+' K'? W-F% '"""""""""" '"" """"% l!'% '-"% > that this bubble is only marginally stable and we can suppose it is not present when a small amount of liquid argon or liquid methane is mixed with neon. More investigation is needed to find the best liquid.
Position Resolution
The cell dimensions of typically Imm are too large to use the cell location as the only information about the position of the crossing fast particle. The vertex detector requires a precision of about 10pm and the interpolation of factors of about 100 is required in both measured directions.
To obtain this high degree of interpolation the electric signal due to the motion of electron is treated in the optimal way. The optimal processing of the signals is presented in the Appendix. Principal ideas only are outlined here.
The sketch on the left hand side in Figure 7 represents the top view of the cell, that is, with a particle of interest coming perpendicular to the plane of paper. The cell dimension not visible in this projection is the depth traversed by the particle. The trapezoidal shape of the cell has been neglected and surfaces are assumed to be perfectly parallel. In the g direction the size of the cell is defined by a high voltage plane on one side (g = O) and the electrons collecting electrodes at g = d connected to preamplifiers.
In the x direction the size of the cell is defined by the pitch of the electrode called a. The ionization produced by a fast particle originating in the intersection point is projected into a point (xo, go). It is reminded here that liquid argon is a single carrier medium. Electrons move inside under the influence
...?yw~: ___ 
The plot on the right. on Figure 7 shows the negative induced current due to the point-like ionization at XO,yO at time O under the assumption of one dimensional geometry, that is, a >>d. Right after the ionization was created electrons move to the collecting electrode with a constant velocity in a uniform electric field. This movement of electron induces a constant current in the electrode connected to ã reaw,p]ifi,er. duration of the current pulse is the distance traveled by signal electrons divided by the drift velocity of electrons. In the coordinate system of Figure 7 (d -gO) = te.~"v~rif~. Simply put, the duration of the signal current measures the y-coordinate of the particle.
The p!ot on the right on F@-e 7 shows a dnt,t,ed !ine indicating the clur-r-ent, --, --., waveform produced by a background charged particle which crossed the cell along L1. n .. -..:" TLfi : Cl:--._l electrons start to reach the collecting electrode close to it already at time zero and continue to arrive with a constant rate during the drift, time of eiectrons across the full gap. The resulting current waveform is triangular and the area under the dotted line which is related to the total ionization of the background track is much smaller than the area under the signal current waveform due to the geometry of the cell. It is intuitive to see that we can measure the end point of the signal current .T,n. rnrn,--;m tkn mwfi"ntinn,.CLmnlrmwn.. =,-l -m,.+:nlnfl the cell corresponds to the most sensitive region in its upper part. There is always a backup region behind a less sensitive region of a cell. The obvious drawback is the dQIJbiing~h~~lJrn.~e~of~ead QIJ~Ch~~~~iS.
At this point it is noted that in order to avoid the dead layer of high voltage and of collecting electrodes it may be beneficial to introduce a small deviation (twist) from a perfect projection geometry. The background rejection and the resolution would be effected only slightly, while the small dead regions would be completely eliminated.
i? x~Effect
The proposed cell provides the most precise position measurement along the direction of the motion of electrons (y coordinate in Figure i ' or~coordinate in Figure  3) . The deflection of a charged particle in a magnetic field is also measured along this direction. The achievable momentum resolution is thus optimized, however, we have to deal with the case wh~re t~e electric field is perpendicular to the magnetic field leading to the maximal 11 x II effect. In the uniform electric field of the cells the effect causes signal electrons to drift along lines witch are at an angle a from the direction of the applied electric field and at a slightly reduced velocity.
The angle a is called a Lorentz angle in gas detectors and Hall angle in semiconductor detectors. It will be referred to as a Hall angle since rare gas liquids are closer to semiconductors than gases. Moreover, it will be assumed that some of the physics of Hall angle from semiconductors can be applied to liquids. The+vector of average velocity of an electron under the influence of the electric field 13 and the magnetic field~equals (Equation 4 in Reference [5] ):
HV electrode where the reduced electron mobility~., due to the presence of~, is given by
E. Ey Ez
(1)
where dz/dt ,dg/dt and dz/dt are the components of the average velocity, p is the electron mobility with all limitation due to the velocity saturation in liquids and flH is the Hall mobility. A substitution of these components of~and @ into the tensor equation leads to:
The ratio * =~HB = tan a is the definition of the Hall angle a ancl the Hall mobility #ff. The Hall mobility differs from the electron mobility by fine details of the average time between scattering events with and without applied magnetic field. The ratio of the Hall mobility to the electron mobility is a weak function of the magnetic field. We will assume that this ratio PH/# is the same in liquids as in silicon where it is about 1.2 [5] .
The effective value of the electron mobility in liquid argon is small. By dividing the electron velocity of 3mm/ps by the applied electric field of 5kV/cm the effective value of K is 0.6 x 10-2m2/Vs. Assuming conservatively that the ratio~H/P is between 1 and 2, the Hall mobility NH value is between 0.006m2/Vs and 0.012 m2/vs. In a field of 3Tesla = 3Vs/m2 the tangent of the Hall angle is between 2% and 4%. For a vertex cell at 90°the trajectory of electrons deviates from the direction of the electric field only in the z coordinate which is not measured. In this location the only measurable effect of the magnetic field is the decrease of the electron drift velocity by a second order factor 1 + K~B2 % 1.0001, too small to consider. At other locations of the cell we will see a projection of the Hall angle directly into the measured coordinate x. The required precision o: the+interpolation is about 1% while tan a can be as large as 4'Yo. To bring the E x B correction down to a percent level it is sufficient to understand the value of the Hall mobility down to a 25% level. .ral., -fi~$ +Ln -all -n,-pall pluuu~cu 111 bllc VUIU1llC (J1 Ullc Ucll pcl 1 crossing. The number of bunch crossing per second depends on the parameters of the machine and it is assumed here that there are 2 " iOq crossings per second. The rate of the ion production in the first cell is 2. 109s-1 per volume of the cell (= .5 x 2 x 30rnm3) or the volume intensity of the source s is 0.7. 108mrn-3s-l.
It is also assumed that the ions are created uniformly in time and in the volume of the cell and from the moment of the creation move uniformly along the -y axis The slow movement of positive ions is seen as a current by the preamplifier connected to the electrode of the cell. The average value of this current is just 1/2 of the rate of the ion production in the cell times the charge of individual ion or~= 1/2. 2.109. qs-l = 160pA. This is a very small current when compare to the leakage currents of position sensing silicon detectors and can be easily accommodated by the preamplifier.
The spectral density of this current may be a more important issue. The current power spectral density of this current of 160pA viewed as being composed of individual uncorrelated electrons is of little importance for the signal processing time of interest, that is, about lps. To see it, the "leakage current" of 160pA corresponds to the flow of 109 electron charges per second. In average an electrode collects 1000 charges within lps. Poisson fluctuations of this number of charges is *3O. This is negligible relative to a signal due to a particle produced at the interaction point and crossing the cell which is about 105 electrons.
The current due to the motion of positive ions is not composed from individual elementary charges. The average energy deposited in the cell by a background photon is 0.51fev which produces 2 " 104 electrons. The uncorrelated charges are therefore much higher.
However, due to the slower velocity of positive ions as compared to signal electrons (four orders of magnitude) the net effect is practically unchanged. We can conclude that the fluctuations in the current due to motion of positive charges does not degrade the performance of the vertex detector. Now, all numbers needed to estimate the heating of licluid argon due to the drift of electrons and positive ions within a cell with 1Iii' applied are available. The sum of electron and ion currents is 320pA per one 0.5 x 2mm2 entrance area cell of the innermost layer. Ohmic heating is 0.32pW per cell. With number of cells slightly less than 105 in this layer the total ohmic heating is only about 30mW. this is much smaller than the expected heat dissipation of the front end electronics.
Inner Tracker
There is no reason to change the technology of the inner tracker from the proposed technology of the vertex detector. To keep the number of channels at reasonable level, thetransverse dimensions of thecells can be increased. The background here is not a problem and individual cells can be made large enough so that the position resolution matches the mechanical tolerances of rather large layers of the tracker. The number of layers and the depth of individual layers is a compromise which leads to the best momentum resolution of the charged particles. If neon is used, we may even think of a tracker volume filled completely with the liquid neon.
This inner detector can be considered as a first class pre-shower detector. It may have just the right number of radiation length in front of the last position sensitive layer to convert a large enough percentage of high energy gammas.
Clearly, it provides a very good position information for the shower localization.
The details of the momentum measurement for the charged particles will not be addressed here. The outer radius of the inner tracker has to be larger for the 100TeV collider than for 10TeV collider. Taking the outer radius of the tracker to be 1.2m at 90°, the momentum resolution can be slightly better than dP/P S 10-4/GeV/c.
Thus lZ'eV/c particles will be measured with 10% resolution and it will be possible to identify the charge of a particle with 30 confidence level up to the momentum of 4T'eV/c.
Electromagnetic
Calorimeter and Nose Calorimeter
In the previous studies [1] the choice of technology for the Electromagnetic Calorimeter was an accordion liquid argon calorimeter similar to one being under construction for the ATLAS Experiment at the CERN LHC. This is still a valuable option. To instrument two tungsten shield cones (noses) reaching close to the interaction point a different approach to the geometry of the calorimeter is needed. Once we have a valid technology for the nose calorimeters, we may as well apply it to the Electromagnetic calorimeter if it simplifies the system and provides an equivalent or superior performance.
The proposed technique is a refinement of the ATLAS liquid argon forward calorimeter [6] which was originally proposed for GEM for SSC [7] . The ATLAS and GEM unit cell of the calorimeter (see Figure 1 in Ref. [6] ) consists of a solid brass rod of 4.5mm diameter inserted in a brass tube of inner diameter of 5mm, resulting in a cylindrical gap of 250prn around the rod. The rod is fixed at the both ends and the gap spacing is maintained by an insulating quartz fiber wound around the rod, having the same diameter of 250pm as the gap filled with liquid argon.
An electric field is applied across the gap to collect the ionization electrons in the argon. The signal is then fed out, at the rear end of the rod through a low impedance cable to a preamplifier. The forward calorimeter is a matrix of such cells with tubes mutually parallel in order to have the same sampling fraction through~~& p~~. of~~~~~]~~~~.~~~~.
The design of the instrumented nose calls for a projective geometry, with finer sampiing and smaiier gap to maintain the shleldmg properties of the cone. 'The . . .. geometry the gap has to change. We may change the radius of the tube or the radi-U~Of tkle rOd.
More discrimination power relative to background can be gained by the longitudinal division of the cell along the shower direction. We can segment the outer surface of the rod and buried cables within the rod to connect all longitudinal segments out through the back.
The Electromagnetic
Calorimeter can be constructed with similar cells. 'he material will not be the tungsten, but most likely brass or copper. Being further away form the intersection, the tube diameter may be larger. The main possible advantage of the projective geometry of these cells as compared to accordion [also in a projective geometry) is a superior pointing to the interaction region by rod CQ1l Q Th~clmigp.~al~]]~~nlliro mnro cnmnld~<imlllatinn"
During the discussion with the theory group it was pointed out, that for some broad ciass of physics an uitimate energy and position resolution of the Electromagnetic calorimeter may be needed. An natural candidate would be a fully absorbing liquid xenon calorimeter.
The cells of the calorimeter are practically identical to the cells of the vertex detector or tracker. The electronics will be much simpler, sensing only the total charge deposited in individual cells. Clearly, to work with l;.,l.; A VJlmnn rfim,,;T.nm o L;mhor with liquid argon.
The background situation and the trigger formation are well described on Page 64 of Reference [2]. . .
Hadron Calorimeter
None of the energy generated by background photons is expected to penetrate .'
Muon System
All 3 options mentioned in [1,2] are still under consideration. These are: i) Cathode strip chambers, ii) Threshold Cerenkov counter and iii) Long drift pad chambers with pad read out. The new strategy is to rn-ove the rn-a,in m-ecisim-.-----muon detectors to a larger radius, to benefit of the rapid fall off of the background.
. 
Appendix. Position resolution in a proposed cell
We will use the coordinate system shown on the left hand side of Figure 7 . 'l'he ionization produced by a particle created in the interaction point is seen as a point ionization in this view. Let us concentrate on the particle which produced a unit nf ioniza.t,inn. rha,rw at the rmint, (.T, TI, ) = (0.9 1 ) in th~conrrlina.t,~system j whw-e
we have fixed the cell dimension at a = d = 2mm.
toward the electrode while positive ions move so slowly that we will consider them being fixed at point ZI, VI during the signal processing time. While electrons are moving the signal current is induced on all electrodes "visible" from the electron trajectory. While the concept of the induced current is intuitive, here we will use rn.~~~Qf&D.~C]me!y related Cop.ce,pt Qf the induced charge on. an. e!ectmde. The induced charge is simply the time integral of the induced current. Our preference
shape of noise spectral density in both cases. We have seen that the effective leakage current of a cell is very small. The parallel noise at the input of the preamplifier is negligible and the only relevant noise source is the series noise of the preamplifier which is proportional to the frequency. uniform density independent of frequency, by integrating the input signal. This pre-,., wmtening filter transforms induced current into induced charge. VWen processing signals from the first layer of the vertex detector (where the leakage current is not completely negligible due to the cumulative current from motion of positive ions) to obtain white noise, we have to integrate with an integration constant equal to the noise time corner r. Here we will assume that r >> INS, lps being the processing~~L~f~~n
The signal induced at any electrode by the presence of charge Q located at position r, y within the gap can be obtained by solving the direct electrostatic problem, that is, by solving the Laplace equation of electrostatics with the charge Q at x, y and all electrodes (boundaries) at zero potential.
A charge induced at any particular electrode is, according to Gauss's theorem, the surface integral of the electric field ending on the surface times dielectric constant Co. When the charge is moving within the gap, in order to know the induced charges at the electrode produced by the charge Q in the next position we have to find a complete solution for a different electrostatic field, possibly a time consuming approach.
We can apply Green's Reciprocation Theorem [8] to be able to know the field induced by a charge Q located at any arbitrary point x, y on a given electrode with only one solution of the electrostatic field problem. The final result of the application of the Green's Reciprocation Theorem can be stated: the charge induced at a given electrode by a charge Q located at Z, y equals to the product of the charge Q times the value of the potential of an induction (auxiliary) field U at the point Z, y. The induction (auxiliary) field is the solution of an electrostatic problem, when the value of 1 is applied at the electrode on which we want to know the induced charge and O on all other electrodes of the problem and the space between is free of any charges.
The induction (auxiliary) field for the central electrode of The charge induced on the neighboring electrodes can be found from the translational symmetry of the geometry along the x-axis. The charge induced on an electrode centered at ZC = O + k x a, (k being an integer), by a charge located at Z, y is the same as the charge induced on the central electrode by the charge located at point (x -k x a, y), which is given by Eg. 7 as U (X -k x a, y) . The right hand side of Figure 9 shows the induced charge on the two electrodes acljacent to the central electrode. The continuous line corresponds to the charge induced on the electrode with its center at x = a, that is, right from the central electrode.
The particle crossed the cell at xl = 0.9, not too far from the boundary between these two cells at x = 1. During the first part of the electron drift time, the charge The shapes of the induced charge signals on each electrode depend only on 3 parameters and on the noise in the read outs. The 3 parameters are: x and y coordinates of the crossing particle and the amount of charge Q produced by the particle.
It is assumed that the time of the particle crossing is known from the timing of the bunch crossing. The problem is to find these 3 parameters from the measurable waveforms of the induced charge on the electrodes of interest. Noise present in all read out channels is a stochastic process and we will use statistical methods to infer the best estimates of these 3 parameters from observed waveforms for each event.
The noise superposed on the ideal waveforms is white as proven above. In the time domain (that is, when we are inspecting a measured noisy waveform as function of time as presented on an oscilloscope) the white noise means that the fluctuations at different times are all the same and that there is no correlation between fluctuations at any two different times. We can think to sample induced charges (and noise) from all electrodes and to find Z, y and Q to "fit" shapes of all recorded waveforms. We will use the most powerful statistical tool, the maximum likelihood method for our analysis. The analysis presented here is similar to that of [9] .
The logarithm of the likelihood function L is where~k denotes the summation through the waveform produced by different electrodes k,~n is the summation through different sampling times tn,~k (tn) is the measured (sampled) waveform from the kth electrode at the sampling time t. and Qk (x, y, Q, tn) is the value of the noiseless waveform from kth electrode at time tn when a particle crossed the cell at the point Z, y and produced the total ionization charge Q, and ok (t. ) is the square root of the variance of the kth waveform at time
The sampled waveform has to be passed through a bandwidth limited or Nyquist filter before being sampled.
This filter limits also the white noise of individual samples. For our case 2a~(tn) = C'& . e~/At where CtOt is the total input capacitance of individual electrodes including the capacitance of the input transistor and the capacitance of connections, e: is the voltage power spectral density of the preamplifier and At is the sampling interval. The noiseless waveform from the kth electrode can be written as:
. where r is the drift time of electrons from the creation point Z, g to the electrode atx=d.
and we have introduced a total processing time T. This time must be shorter than the time between two consecutive bunch crossings. Practically there is very little improvement beyond T = 3r~.r = 3d/v. Eq. 10 can be now be rewritten as
where Qk (~, y, Q, tn) is given by Eqs. 11 and N is a normalization factor. Following the method of [9] we will linearize Qk (x, y, Q, t.) as functions of the unknown parameters x, g and Q at a starting point r(o), y(o) and Q(o) of an iteration process.
All partial derivatives in Eq. 14 are meant to be taken at x(o), y(o) and Q(o) and do not depend on Z, y and Q. We substitute Q from Eq. 14 into Eq. 13 and obtain a linearized expression for the logarithm of likelihood to be maximized relative to 3 parameters x, y and Q. 
.( Q _ Q(o)) -~k(tn) 2 (15)
Partial derivatives of in(L) with respect to x, y and Q must equal to zero leading to a system of 3 linear equations: . .,< . (
sinh~. cosh /3 sinh a . cosh a -3.. )
The first solution of linear system of equations 16 gives values for x, y and Q. These value become x~O~, y~Oãnd Q~O~, that is, initial values for the next iteration. All derivatives have to be recalculated at x(o), g(o) and Q(o) and the system of Eqs. 16 have to be solved again. This iteration process has to be repeated until the respective differences between .Z(o),g(") and Q(o) a,n. where N.t is the normalization constant,~is the column vector composed of
,~T is its transposed (row) vector and M-l is the inverse of the symmetric, positive-definite variance matrix [10] . XT "M-l "X is the quadratic form of this three-variate normal distribution. We have to carry on the square of the polynomial terms in brackets of Eq. 15 and try to express it in. the f~r.rn.of E,q. I~. .A.ftw~Qrn.ern.an.i~lJ!atiOn.s t.h.e in-verse of the variance rnatri. The resolution shown is better than the mechanical stability of the physical layers can save on the number of channels by increasing resolution matches the mechanical tolerances. . .*
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The optimal seem to be too algorithm to obtain the position of a crossing charged particle may involved to be practical. There are two answers to this objection. 
2.
In Given theincrease of thepower ofprocessors with time, it maybe practical, at the time of the detector construction, to put enough computing power right next to liquid argon layers to follow the optimum approach.
For a limiting case of a >> d, that is, for one dimensional geometry a complete analytical calculation of maximum likelihood method can be carry through with two unknowns y and Q. The obtainable resolution in y is A simple analysis of the precision attainable with a linear centroid finding filter gives the resolution of only 2/fi = 1.15 times wider. A degradation of the position resolution by 15% is acceptable. Very likely, it is possible to develop a simple linear filter for the complete problem to determine both coordinates which is practical to implement and which does not degrade the resolution more than 15 to 3070.
